
Roger Feinman 
142-10 Hoover Ave., # 404 
Jamaica, NY 11435 

Dear Roger, 

12/3/92 

Thanks eor the LaFontaine Oswald card piece and related memos. Picked the motl up en 

route to -il's shopping and I ',lid it sitting in the car and waiting on a cold and veryAr 

windy day with a warm sun. Before long, with the warmth and from the 1I: of sleepy got 

drowsy. But : think got the gist and I wrote while it is ffesh in mind. 

It is the card I told you I thought I recalled and it was not disclosed by the FDI 

12/66 as the sto/°(bUt-was, as I told you, in the ex.order transfer of all that was con-

sidered by the Commission. Words of the e.a. and they should take care of Liebeler's usual 

crap about not knowing. 

Your note on the last page gclicludes," liWgeing only by Lifton." And Fontaibe, who 

has a record of undependability and trying to make silk purses of sow's asses. 

Shakespate, I  think, summed it up for us:nuoh ado about nothing. 
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You are not asking yourself the kind of questions the eiger of a decade and a half 

ago would have asked. ,t boils now to little or nothing and is probably explained by the 

Army WWII expression, SNAFU, cleansed poatwwar into ""situation normal - all fouled up." 

Can yeti im,gine the DoD hiring a !!defector" and doing that under his correct name? 

Can you iii)aino that if it did, he'd have any kind of sensitive assignment? 

Can you imagine Priscilla Johnson licHillan living with l',Ilarina as she did and their 

use of Nes would not come out? 

Whether LHO was entitled to the right kind of card -L do not know but it is not hard 

to ivand.ne that so..e clerk, on issuing a renewal, used them wrong card. 

We do o not know hOw'it came to be issued. if we did we might find a basis for wonder- 

ine whether it wan given to him as part of come kind of set-up. I do not think so bitt mayb9(0. 

If you have the Red Alert on LUC) as a card-carrying red I'd appreciate a copy. 

The statement that the FBI did not aka a picture is fron igipioranceoThese people 

known nothing about the records, Litton included, and Make assumptions. I've got about 

75,000 pages of Dallas and Ht 4 bulkies overloaded with exhibits. I would be surprised it 

the card had not been photographed. It is only the o#iginal that is in bad shape. And the 

picture would be filed as a bulky. None in the general releases. 

We donnt even know if Oswald mailed it to the DoD, which returned it. 

It see it is that maven Lifton who said tholiiiiifiewas not in the disclosed records. 

His 11/21. How could he know? 

I do not see this as a link to LBO's govt empLoyment. Not under his right name. And 

their life shows no indication of any money other than he earned or got from unemployment. 

hartollo listed the papers Oswald had on hig. I do not remember this as one. 

You are in touch with people who are strangers to ma---inand I wonder what or how 
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they know from other than the conspiracy-theory literature? 

This is one do not fault the media fol2.1
A

-sing. It is only an unproven suspicion 

as it left Fontaine and her record' does not build confidences in her suspicions. 

Trying to do something with it, with what she published About her personal stone walla, . 

would have required much time and'effort, big costs: Thus was the story worth it. If any 

common-sense test was applied the answer would have been, assuming it got that far, that 

the indications are that the story would not pun out and thus was not word the money 

or the time from other stories that could be productive. 

not saying this could not lead into something. I an saying that what we have 

does not by itself -mean much, if anything, when the most likely explanation of it seems. 

to be that it was some kind of administrated goof that led to his having it. 
It anything substantial turns up, I am of course interested. 

If anything turns up 	the Dallas liealey Plaza Irregulars and is substantial I'll 

be as pleased as I'll be surprised. 

ilost thf not all seem to'want to be ferry Masons. 

While being more like Perri Winkles. 

Thanks, Glad to get itl best wishes, 

1.2 We do not have what the story and memos say we have. 

wN 


